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EX 366
Mercedes Benz Sprinter 4x4

Compact All Wheel Drive

under 3.5 tons

The EX366 is an all-wheel drive  
compact motorhome which provides 
practical comfort and versatility for  
2 persons. 
The basic model has a huge pay-
load of 450 kg while remaining under 
3.5 ton GVW. The fully self-sufficient  
habitation cabin is mounted onto 
the exceptionally strong and reliable  
Mercedes Sprinter Chassis, which is 
comfortable on road and has excel-
lent 4x4 ability, for when the going 
gets tough. The habitation cabin being 
a completely separate unit from the 
chassis, ensures that it will withstand 
even very bad roads and tracks with 
ease.
The habitation cabin is separated from 
the Sprinter Cab by an optional insu-
lated door, providing security and com-
plete thermal separation, combined 
with the habitation cabin’s superb  

insulation properties, 45mm thick insu-
lated walls and 60mm insulated floor, 
this provides a level of thermal insula-
tion far superior to van conversions or  
conventional motorhome builds.
The rear bed is a fixed single with an 
ingenious slide-out, which easily con-
verts it to a substantial double. Both 
halves of the double bed benefit from 
a flexible light weight Froli Spring  
System. The EX366 layout has a  
separate seating area with table, which 
can still be enjoyed by one person 
when the fixed bed is extended.
The base model is fitted with a com-
pressor refrigerator, diesel heating 
and a 20l LPG gas tank, and has the 
capacity for a huge amount of storage 
both in the locker cupboards and in the 
external garage. As with all bimobils a 
high level of customisation is possible 
to suit your own individual needs.
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EX 366

* MRO Mass in Running Order includes the standard vehicle with all standard equipment, with driver, full fuel tank, water and gas fill 90%, boiler full of water, electrical hook-up cable. 

The equipment described above is the standard. Extra accessories and their weights please see the price list. For accessories not included in the price list or different layouts please 
contact bimobil. Some photographs show extra accessories and decoration not included in the standard. Please contact bimobil or the dealer for the current standard equipment. Extra 
accessories increase the curbside weight of the vehicle and reduce the payload and/or the number of passengers permitted. Weights and measures are subject to tolerance of ±5%.  
bimobil reserves the right to change specification without notice. 

Adventure Overland UK Ltd
The Old Barn, 34A Town Street
Marple Bridge, Stockport
SK65AA Cheshire,United Kingdom
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Seats during travel
Windows
Skylights
External Lockers
Fresh Water Tank
Waste Water Tank ( non-freeze)
Compressor Refrigerator 
LPG Gas Tank
Heater
Boiler
WC Cassette

EX 366 on Mercedes Benz Sprinter 4 x 4

Resolux lights
LED Lights
Entrance Light
12V Sockets
Auxiliary Battery
Battery Isolator
Mains Hook-Up 220V
220V Sockets
Breaker
Battery Charger

Internal Dimensions
Total Length
Width
Height

Bed Dimensions
Rear bed
  not pulled out
Height above mattress
Seating group converted

Base Vehicle Mercedes Benz Sprinter
Model
Engine
Emission
Power
Capacity
Fuel Tank
Wheelbase
Turning Circle
Equipment

Weights

External Dimensions

Max. Tech. Permitted Mass
Mass in Running Order
Payload 
Load permitted on Roof

Total Length
Width
Height

Equipment
2 (3 optional)

5
2
1

80 l
100 l
110 l
20 l

Truma Combi Diesel 6 kW
10 l integrated

19 l

3
4
1
3

AGM 120 Ah
Relay
CEE 

2
with current leakage switch

IUoU 30A

3630 mm
2020 mm
1950 mm

1470 x 1990 mm
870 x 1990 mm

850 mm
850 x 1840 mm

316
TDI

Euro VI
120 kW / 163 cv

2143 cc
100 l + 18 l Adblue

3665 mm
13,5 m

319
TDI

Euro VI
140 kW / 190 cv

2987 cc
100 l + 18 l Adblue

3665 mm
13,5 m

3500 kg
 3050 kg
450 kg
100 kg

3500 kg
3140 kg
360 kg
100 kg

6190 mm
2140 mm
2920 mm

316
TDI

Euro 5b+
120 kW / 163 cv

2143 cc
100 l

3665 mm
13,5 m

3500 kg
 3085 kg
415 kg
100 kg

Insertable All Wheel Drive with low ratio gears, fuel filter with humidity separator, Alternator 
14V/220A, battery isolating switch, driver and passenger airbags, cab seats with head rest 
and arm rest, wing mirrors with wide angle window, radio preparation, adjustable steering 
wheel, reinforced springs with torsion bar


